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Brainstorming for the art call

• Looking at past edition photos of the festival and observing the inside and 
outside exhibit environments

• Video mapping is in my mind, but it’s too complex and requires a specific 
technical team (my last video mapping show was a technical nightmare…)

• Decided to keep it simple and offer some type of small video project on site,
need protective environment, decided on indoors

Theme is Evolution, what will I do?

First thought to come to my mind is, “Darwin”, so I start researching about him 
and discover that he used to be Orthodox Christian, went to Church and read 
several religious work.  I was surprised.  I mean, when one hears, “Darwin”, one 
thinks to evolution and apes, not religion.

Fast-forward ahead...

The idea came to me to when I saw a photo inside Saint-Pierre’s church ; I 
imagined Darwin projected over Christ’s resurrection painting at the altar...no, it’s
complicated and the results are uncertain...white canvas comes to mind, yes, that
should work, and that way the Christ painting remains where it is, only as a visual
spirit ;-)

Reflections...
I thought it would be interesting to see evolution and religion together, and why 
not in a church!?  It’s a good place for contemplation, whether one believes or 
not.

And here we are with the end result…

First of all, I wasn’t sure how this video would evolve (good pun, eh?) ;-)

Since the idea was to project on a painting, my original intention was to make the
video like a painting itself (or like a photograph, still life, etc.), and blend images 
into other images in a more metamorphic (metamorphosis) way.  However, since 
I decided that Darwin’s text (voice overs) would structure the video (and most of 



it being in chronological order), I found myself creating a more educational video 
than an experimental one.

“I want more time…” [Blade Runner dialogue]
And I was running out of time because I spent a lot of time researching and 
searching.  So, I added the music and/or sound to each scene as I finished it in 
oppose to adding it at the end when all the scenes are put together.  I did this for 
four reasons ; 1) I didn’t have a music/sound composer, 2) In case I didn’t finish 
all scenes, 3) I didn’t know how long the video would be and it was easier to find 
short thematic pieces of music/sound for short video excerpts and, 4) working in 
After Effects is different from working in Adobe Premier.

Regarding the didactic voice overs, well, that’s Google’s Text-to-Speech (Google 
Cloud) application that I recorded in Adobe Audition (again, no time, and I 
needed a clear and clean voice immediately).

...the evolution of the instant digital world can allow an artist to do everything 
themselves...the end result is another thing ;-)

Lastly, there are probably too many scenes, but there was so much about Darwin 
and his religious thoughts, and it was so difficult for me to remove texts that I 
considered insightful or surprising…

What tasks were involved?  A lot and not much time to do them...

• research about Darwin (and also understand the old English language) and 
to also find the same work in French !

• research about other topics ; religion, Victorian period, science, etc.
• search for public domain or Creative Common documents, images, sound 

effects, music...
• correct, modify, enhance images in Adobe Photoshop
• animate videos in Adobe After Effects
• listen to music, try to find best tracks for each scene
• synch voice overs, sound effects and music to videos
• and more ;-)

A BIG thanks to Lauréanne Gasnier for her research about Saint-Pierre’s 
church and to Philippe Aumand for his photographs of the church and 
surroundings !!! :-)


